
Culter Community Council
Website Accessibility Statement

Accessibility
We have tried to make this website easy to use for all, but should you have any problems, 
please let us know and we will address your issues as soon as we can.

Text Size
To make text bigger: hold down the CONTROL (or Command) key on your keyboard and 
press the plus (+) key repeatedly until you are happy with the size of the text on the 
screen or use the scroll wheel on your mouse.
To make text smaller: hold down the CONTROL (or Command) key and press the minus (-) 
key repeatedly until you are happy with the size of the text on the screen or use the 
scroll wheel on your mouse.
For mobile devices: place your thumb and finger close together on the website content 
and move them further apart in order to make text bigger. Alternatively, move your finger 
and thumb closer together to make content smaller.

Accessing PDFs
Many documents on this website are provided as PDF (Portable Document Format) files. 
These can be opened on most devices without any special software being installed but 
you may find Adobe Reader is useful - this is free software which can be downloaded from 
Adobe's website. 
Current versions of Adobe Reader have a built-in text to speech function which enables 
PDF documents to be read aloud. Visit the Adobe website for more details.
If you have trouble reading the PDFs on this website, you can use a tool such as DocsPal 
to convert the PDF to a more accessible file format.

My Computer My Way
For more information on changing the settings on your computer, browser, keyboard or 
mouse to make the web more accessible for you, visit the My Computer My Way page on 
the AbilityNet website: https://mcmw.abilitynet.org.uk 

Translation
The main web browsers (Edge, Firefox, Safari and Chrome) all  have language translation 
capabilities built in which allow you to view this website in many different languages. 
Please see the help facility in your own browser to find out how to do this. 

Feedback and Comments
If you have any queries or comments about this website, please contact us: 
info@cultercc.org.uk 
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